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Fast-tracking a project involves carrying out sequential activities in parallel, partially overriding their actual 

construction process, to be using that method the overall project duration. In this paper, the regular work 

schedule of residential post construction work details comparing with fast-tracking method is proposed.  

These find out the project duration high. to be suggest the method of stochastic to be reduce the duration to 

minimum 20% of original duration of that project. The relationship between cost and duration to overlap. That 

project duration and cost would estimated manual calculation. Then compared to actual and estimated 

value. Stochastic value taken to least value of comparison of fast-tracking stochastic model through a case 

study.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Stochastic fast-tracking is flow of working process 

of actual work details. To accelerated the work to 

down the project duration. The project is not good 

goes the flow of work undergoes the failure project 

at that time used fast-tracking the project. The 

benefit of fast-tracking to reduce the duration and 

cost. Do not rework and original project. Man 

power is must important think in fast-tracking 

project. To estimated the project manually then the 

use of fast-tracking. Fast-track projects are those 

in which construction begins before all of the 

architect’s drawing and specification are complete. 

First, calculating the project completion time 

through PERT method is stated in this survey. 

Then computerized discrete event simulation 

method is presented. Finally, the two methods are 

compared with each other by solving a numerical 

example.   

 Strategies of Fast-Track Construction  

         It is used to achieve shorter project duration. 

Different types of strategies are affecting the 

fast-track construction. The strategies of fast-track 

in construction is followed by, 

[10] Delay management 

[11] Resource management 

[12] Choice of technology 

 Delay Management 

Delay should be denoted into the overlaying 

timing. The duration is goes to  large mistake of 
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works and material convencies is not properly 

and cost is main problem of delay of work. The 

material and labour is main recourse in project 

delay. 

 Resource Management 

A resources plan summarizes the level of resources 

need to complete a project. A properly documented 

resources plan will be specify the exact quantity of 

labour, equipment and materials need to complete 

the project      

 The basic resources for a project are follows 

• Human resources  

• Money 

• Machine 

• Material 

i) Human resources 

Without labour it is not possible to carryout the 

execution. Identification of skilled and 

unskilled labour are employed for specific 

works. Labour should be paid on daily or 

monthly basis. Labour welfare should be 

counted because money power and muscle 

power put together, we can active the target of 

construction in time. 

ii) Money 

The cost associated with a project can be classified 

as direct cost and indirect cost. 

1) Direct cost 

 Direct cost are associated with project 

activities. These include for labours, materials, 

money used, payments to sub contractors, etc., 

if the project is required to be completed in 

short period, it may be necessary to employ 

more labour, then the directs cost generally 

increase. 

2) Indirect cost 

Indirect costs are overhead costs. These 

include of supervisory staff, office staff and 

taxes. Usually these costs tend to be relatively 

uniform throughout the duration of the project. 

The total indirect cost decrease as the project 

duration decreases. 

iii) Machine 

For ordinary works the requirements of 

machinery is less specialized work require 

heavy and special requirements like concrete 

mixture, vibrator, trucks, and heavy 

equipments. It is not possible to invest money 

over heavy equipments by the contractor these 

machine should not kept ideal, it should be 

planed to use in optimum condition.  

iv) Marital 

It is estimated that cost of material works out of 

50% of the project. It is very important 

resources. Hence material should be 

purchased in a proper way and utilized 

economically. There should not be in short 

supply of materials. The defective materials 

should be rejected. 

 

• Choice of Technology 

      An in the development of appropriate 

alternative for facility design, choices of 

appropriate technology and methods for 

construction are often ill-structured yet critical 

ingredients in the success of the project. 

     Advantages of  technology for the work are 

follows, 

[1] To reduce construction time 

[2] To reduce loss of material 

[3] Easily installation 

[4] Maximum utilization of 

resources. 

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 

This paper to study the different literature about 

fast-tracking in construction and identify the 

importance of fast-tracking in construction. 

The scope of the paper includes 

       i) To study the design, engineering and 

implementation complexity, knowledge and 

experience of owner project group, quality 

requirement and the cost of packages. 

       ii) To study the application of fast-tracking 

method to reduce the duration of the project. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature survey aimed to identify the importance 

of fast-tracking in construction. 

1.Refaat H. Abd El Razek 

(2010),"Time-Cost-Quality Trade-off Software by 

using Simplified Genetic Algorithm for 

Typicalrepetitive Construction Projects" 

Time-Cost Optimization "TCO" is one of the 

greatest challenges in construction project 

planning. It was declared the three classic design 

and construction objectives are quality, cost, and 

time for project construction. It was developed to 

facilitate the optimization of resource utilization in 

typical construction projects in order.The minimize 
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project time and money would maximizing its 

quality.  

 

2. P. Fazio(2001),"Fast-tracking of construction 

projects: a case study” 

That paper presented the objectives, phased 

construction and fast-tracking management 

techniques have been increase the part of project 

these construction management (PCM) approach. 

That paper defined as the differences between the 

fast- tracking technique and manual estimated. It 

further illustrates, through a project study, the 

impact of compressing and overlapping design 

activities in a fast-track program in order to 

expedite project delivery. The management 

decision to recuperate the initial 5 months of 

vendor delays by accelerating both project 

awarding work packages on incomplete design, 

and demanding extensive trade overlaps gave rise 

to a totally opposing result; i.e., the project was 

further delayed.  

 

3.Kyuman Cho (2013),"Time and Cost–Optimized 

Decision Support Model for Fast-Track Projects" 

That paper defined as the scheduling and cost 

estimating module were increase the project 

activities concept and methodology of the 

fast-track construction method. Then, the 

optimization module, which aims to analyze the 

relationship between project cost and duration. 

Once the position of the work packages through the 

previous two steps has been established. It is 

develop a computer-based application adopting 

several decision criteria for convenient usage, and 

high levels of engineering and construction 

management skill are required for the fast-track 

project in its engineering and construction phase 

 

4.Ahmad Jafarnejad (2013),"Calculation of 

Project Scheduling in Stochastic Networks" 

This paper is presents to calculate total duration of 

complete in the project of various network paths 

according to which project completion time could 

be calculated. Critical Path Method (CPM) is used 

to determine project completion time if project 

maintain. First, calculating the project completion 

time through PERT method is stated in this survey. 

Comparing numerical example under study 

indicates responses of both methods are close to 

each other. Of course the time for each path could 

be stated as interval estimation given that average 

and variance of each path are determined.   

 

 5.Vignesh.K (2016),"A Study on the Existing 

Networking Systems Followed in Construction 

Project and Evaluating a Module for Implementing 

Fast Track System for Adoption" 

That paper defined as very the most challenging 

jobs that any managers can take on is the 

management of large-scale projects that requires 

coordinating numerous activities throughout the 

organization. A particular activity of project does 

not start. until all its immediate preceding 

activities are completed. There are various 

advantages using CPM are valid management tools 

17%,dispute resolution 50%, contract requirement 

33%,improves communication among parties 50%. 

Delays in final completion can result in an erosion 

of profits, or even losses. As discussed previously, 

there are numerous ways to compress the time 

needed for project execution and completion. 

Efforts on the part of all parties involved 

throughout each phase project were presented.  

 

6.S.KALIRAJAN (2016),"Fast Track Construction 

– The Need Of The Hour" 

This paper presents the traditional construction 

methods have proved to be ineffective in achieving 

this goal. Use of Pre-Engineered Structures, 

decking concrete (left-in shutter) would help a lot in 

fast track construction though the use of steel 

would be more in these options.  

7.JannuSaibabu (2017),"Reliability of 

implementing primavera p6 in fast-track planning 

of residential building" 

This article presents the fast-track planning is to 

set the major milestones. What's more, the line 

directors trust that they can meet them. The 

duration can control the total project efficiency. 

The duration depend upon labour, materirals, 

money and site climate, arranging the materials 

and money took engineer to produced. Arranging 

the engineer to activity and critical path of the 

project. The project is design to CPM method. 
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METHODOLOGY 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Then the details of activity estimation collect to the 

construction company. 

1) Plan  

 The plan of the building construction is given 

below, 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Plan for construction building 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Estimation of proposed Building 

i) Building square feet calculation: 

Ground floor 

Total size = 71′× 45 ″ sq.ft                                              

Deduction: 

Sit out right side    = 13′3″ × 5′6″  = 72.875 sq.ft 

Sit out left side      = 4′3″ × 16′       = 68 sq.ft 

Paul honey area     = 15′ × 2′          = 30 sq.ft 

Staircase area        = 3′ × 8′              = 24 sq.ft 

Court yard area      = 8′6″ × 2′        = 17 sq.ft 

Ground floor area                              = 2,983 sq.ft 

 

First floor 

Total size               = 71′× 45′         = 3,195 sq.ft 

Paul honey             = 15′9″ × 4′3″  =  67 sq.ft 

Total area              = 3,262 sq.ft 

Deduction 

Court yard             = 8′6″ × 16′9″  = 142.375  

72.875 + 68 + 2    = 165 

                                  = 2, 955 sq.ft 

Total area              = 2983+ 2955 = 5,938 sq.ft 

 

Total area of plot  

                       90′ × 60 = 5400 sq.ft 

 

ii) Total quantity of materials  

1. Earth work excavation     = 5,483.842 sq.ft 

2. Sand filling                           = 166.509 cft 

3. Soil filling                              = 6297.75 cft 

4. P.C.C                                        = 1759.564 cft 

5. R.C.C     = 6244.66 cft 

6. Brick work                             = 4994.288 cft 

7. Stair case    = 160.125 cft 

8. Plastering                               = 24,337.153 sq.ft 

9. Painting    = 24,337.153 sq.ft 

 

3) Bar binding schedule 

Total weight of rods   

8 mm ɸ weight     = 1581.278 kg 

10 mm ɸ weight     = 1192.87 kg 

12 mm ɸ weight     = 1455.1975 kg 

16 mm ɸ weight     = 2984.8 kg 

Binding wire  = 1% of weight  

 = 7214.145 kg × (1/100) 

 = 72.14 kg 

 

4) Main data for materials and labors 

a) Before fast-tracking in materials in proposed 

building 

Estimated amount = 274597.75 

Actual amount = 307700 

Least amount = 274597.75 
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b)  After fast-tracking in materials in proposed 

building 

Estimated amount = 4716166.55 

Actual amount = 50, 22,121 

Least amount = 47, 16,166.55 

 

c) Before fast-tracking labours in proposed 

building 

Estimated amount = 1, 57,340 

Actual amount = 1, 69, 890 

Least amount = 1, 57, 340 

 

d) After fast-tracking labours in proposed 

building 

Estimated amount = 16, 21, 871.55 

Actual amount = 8, 51,000 

Least amount = 8, 51, 000 

 

5) Flow chart 

    The construction work activities are prepared by 

the flow chat and CPM of the work activities.  

 

Work activities 

1. Site cleaning - 2 days   

2. Marking  - 1 day 

3. Earth work excavatioN - 2 days   

4. Sand filling - 2 days 

5. P.C.C work - 6 days  

6. Footing work - 6 days 

7. Column concrete - 6 days 

8. Grade beam - 6 days 

9. Base brick work  - 5 days 

10. Plinth beam - 3 days 

11. Soil filling - 3 days 

12. Ground floor column concrete - 5 days  

13. Lintel concrete - 3 days 

14. Roof concrete - 7 days 

15. First floor column concrete- 16 days 

16. Lintel concrete - 3 days 

17. Roof concrete - 6 days 

18. Ground floor brick work- 9 days  

19. First floor brick work       - 11 days  

20. Parapet work                       - 3 days 

21. Frame fixing     - 6 days 

22. Electrical plumbing            - 10 days 

23. Plastering     - 34 days 

24. Flooring     - 12 days 

25. Painting      - 26 days 

26. Electrical plumbing fit        - 6 days 

27. Checking out       -1 day 

 

 

 

 

1) Actual work of proposed construction  

 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Flowchart diagram for before fast-tracking in 

proposed building 

 

Critical path duration  

1-2,2-3,3-4,4-6,6-7,7-8,8-9,9-10,10-11,11-12,12-

13,13-14,14-15,15-16,16-18,18-19,19-20,20-21,2

1-23,23-24,24-26,26-27 

                           = 2+1 +2+2+6+6+4+5+3+3+5+ 

                                                   

3+7+16+3+9+11+3+34+6+12+6+1 

                          = 151 days 

Long path duration  

1-2,2-3,3-4,4-5,5-6,6-7,7-8,8-9,9-10,10-11,11-12,

12-13,13-14,14-15,15-16,16-17,17-18,18-19,19-2

0,20-22,22-23,23-24,24-35,25-26,26-27                      

=2+1+2+2+6+6+4+5+3+3+5+3+7+16+3+6+9+11+3

+10+34+12+26+6+1 

                   = 186 days 

ii) Stochastic mathematical method of post 

construction  

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Flowchart diagram for after fast-tracking in 

proposed building 
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6) Total expansion 

Standard estimated expansion = 6742975.555 

Total actual expansion   = 6350711  

Total cross expansion   = 5972104.3 

 

7) Formation  of stochastic model 

 Let’s consider two activities: a predecessor p and a 

successor s, whose durations 

aredp,dsandwhosecostsarecpandcsrespectively.Th

esuccessoractivity’scostcscanbedivided 

intotwocomponents:theupfrontcostcsa(whichisinc

urredbysimplyinitiatingthesuccessor) and the time 

dependent cost csb (which is incurred as long as 

the activity isongoing). 

     

The“overlap”,oro,isthenumberofdays(orunitsoftime

)duringwhichbothactivities are being carried 

outsimultaneously. 

All these elements are shown in the schematic at 

the centre of Figure 2. Variable ft 

representstheamountoftimeasuccessoractivityhas

beenbroughtforwardandistheabsolute project 

successor starts sooner than planned. Parameters 

α and β represent the sensitivity and evolution of 

the activities, respectively, and will be detailed 

later. 

 
Figure : Fast-tracking risk and impact calculation 

 

ΔCS     = Risk × Impact 

          = [(ft – k)/ (dp + l)] × [((ft  - k) / ds ) × cs] 

          = [cs (ft – k)2  / ds  (dp + l)] 

          = [(cs  × o2 ) / ds  (dp + l)] 

Where, 

Cs     = Csa + Csb 

             = critical cost + ongoing activity cost  

O      = number of days 

ds     = total days activity  

l       = time lag (two activities) 

 dp    = predecessor time 

i) Actual construction stochastic model 

Cs     = 5567166.55 + 404937.75 

       = 5972104.3 

 

ΔCS  = 5972104.3 / 186 (42+7) 

        = 655.267 

ii)Theoretical stochastic model for fast-tracking 

in construction 

Cs     = 5567166.55 + 404937.75 

       = 5972104.3 

 

ΔCS  = 5972104.3 / 102 (35+7) 

= 1394.048 

% of fast-tracking = ( least value / large value) × 

                                       100           

                              = (655.267 /1394.048) / 100 

                              = 47% 

CONCLUSION 
This paper is stochastic model of fast-tracking. 

This model is lot of benefit in the down going 

project. The model to increase force of project going 

to successor overlaps the project that time. This 

method to applied to very efficiency and very 

economy. comparing the previous models. The 

findings of the analysis indicate that on average, it 

is very difficult for any schedule to be fast-tracked 

with shortening in excess of the original project 

duration and cost should be reduced actual work is 

totally 47% by using stochastic method. A method 

of stochastic factors to prevent the maximum 

duration of overlapping project. To be compared 

other method these is most economic. 
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